USER MANUAL
THE RING

PRODUCT INFORMATION

SPECIFICATIONS

Welcoming, warm, and solid. Fire bowl

• Diameter: 105cm

The Ring is a rough beauty with a
sweltering hot heart. Its curved shape
with vents between the slats providing

• Weight: ± 60kg
• 3mm Corten Steel

extra oxygen for the fire, makes a good,
hefty flame and little to no smoke. Tout
feu tout flamme, quoi.
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MATERIAL?
The Ring is made out of high-end Corten

The start of the rusting process can cause

Steel, which gives it a modern look all

The Ring to leave some coloured spots on

the while forming a strong durable layer.

your terrace, especially on a light-colored

Exposed to the weather, the material takes

surface. The risk of marks decreases over

on a life of its own: The Ring may not be

the course of just a few weeks.

completely rusted when it arrives, but
inevitable rainfall and other precipitation

Any spots present can easily be washed

will ignite a rusty oxidation layer to

away with a rust remover and some

form, protecting The Ring against further

scrubbing. Eventually, The Ring doesn’t

corrosion. The natural formation of this

need any further maintenance. Because of

barrier can take up to 1 year. However,

the rusting process it has created its

spraying regularly some water on The Ring

own protection layer. How convenient!

will speed up this transformation.

Oiling or painting is not necessary.

USE?
A fire, no matter how cozy or controlled,

Dry wood will burn easier and better than

is still a fire. Never use The Ring in an

wet wood and will give you a lot less

enclosed space. Additionally, it’s also

smoke. Never use gasoline, oil or any kind

recommended to not place The Ring near low

of highly flammable substances to light your

hanging branches that might catch fire. A

fire. These substances are hard to control

stable, fireproof concrete, stone or tiled

if combined with fire and can lead to

surface is the safest space to use The Ring.

dangerous situations.

Make sure to never place the fire bowl on a
flammable surface. During drier periods, like

Never leave The Ring unattended when

summer, you should err on the side of caution

in use and keep children at a safe

while using The Ring in dry grass fields,

distance. There’s always a small chance

where fire spreads easily and quickly.

that you get hit by sparks and embers.
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